Tariff Mitigation and Management

Take back control of your business amid the tariff and trade war upheaval. CLA can help you grasp the impact of trade policies on your supply chain, understand your compliance and financial risks, and create a plan for seizing opportunities to adapt and compete in a volatile international trade environment — even as changes occur erratically and overnight.

We use a four-tiered approach to help your company stay sure-footed yet flexible.

Assess your risk and identify available exemptions
- Quantify your exposure to tariffs on the specific products your company sources from overseas
- Calculate the bottom-line effect
- Identify tariff exemption opportunities and best practices for becoming exemption-eligible

Adapt and execute
- Coordinate legal resources
- Interface with regulatory agencies
- Evaluate success

Develop a strategic plan
- Model future tariff and trade scenarios
- Devise a plan for using alternative and domestic suppliers
- Formulate export control processes
- Optimize and pursue exemptions

CLA’s industry-specialized professionals offer tariff mitigation services to companies in a variety of sectors.
- Manufacturing and distribution
- Agribusiness and cooperatives
- Construction
- Retail
- Transportation and logistics

For questions or more information concerning tariffs, contact us at MDTTR@CLAconnect.com
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Risk evaluation services offered for a flat fee. Consultation delivered on a retainer. Execution services are part of a fixed monthly fee arrangement. Exemption services are arranged separately on a case-by-case basis.